
Pi. You know it: 3.1415926… and on to infinity, because pi is a so-called irrational
number, meaning that its calculation never repeats and never ends. Number
crunchers have calculated pi to thirty-one-trillion digits, and they’re still going. Pi,
represented by its symbol 𝜋, is simply the ratio of the radius of a circle to its
circumference, expressed as 2𝜋r. A circle having a radius of one would thus have a
circumference of two times pi or about 6.283185… and on to infinity because two
times an irrational number is still an irrational number. If your from the center of
your circle is one step, then how many steps is it around your circle? Six steps and
change, but keep counting the change.

So far, not very interesting, is it? But
curiously, pi has something to do with the
Bible. The ancients left no record of having
calculated pi, but they certainly knew of its
principle: circles take six radius steps but
leave an incalculable leftover. Now, what is
man’s number in the Bible but six? And
how many days are in our work week, the
days when we do the work of man, but six?

And what is God’s number of perfection but seven? And what do we do on the
seventh day of the week, the sabbath, God’s day of completion, but rest? And why
would that seventh day be infinite but for eternal rest in the incomprehensible God?

And what do circles do but spin, going round and round, eating their tail so to
speak, infinitely, just like their seventh-unit remainder? You know Ecclesiastes’
commentary on time that time represents an endless cycle of life and death. But
circles and their cycles also restore, like sleep in the cycle of day and night,
sabbaths in the cycle of the work week, and winters in the cycle of seasons. Circles
also complete the cycle. Circles encompass and include, all points on the circle
being equal. Yet for circles to include all things, both insiders and outsiders, they
must somehow incorporate the poor, the leftovers, the remainders, which they do in
their incalculable and incomprehensible seventh endless unit of rest. Yes, the Bible
has deep layers of meaning we hardly imagine, roars out of its waterfalls.


